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HYPERBOLIC INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

PAUL L. DAVIS

ABSTRACT.  Hyperbolic integrodifferential equations are defined and

conditions sufficient for hyperbolicity are given.  The theory includes that

of constant coefficient hyperbolic partial differential equations.  Other ex-

amples are given.

1.  Introduction.  Consider

P

(E) u(x, t) =  £ P0 kv(t- r)Lvuix, r)dr+ g(x, t)

v = l

when x = (xx, • • •, x )  and  Lv is a constant coefficient differential opera-

tor with respect to these variables.

Definition.   (E) is  hyperbolic  if for each g£C(Rn x [0, oo)) n

C°(/?" x (0, oo))  satisfying  g(x, t) = 0 when  \x \ > b .,  i = I, • • •, n,  there

exists a unique solution u £ CiR" x [0, oo)) n C°°(Rn x (0, oo))  having finite

signal speed; i.e., there are  c . > 0  such that  u at time  t,  t > 0,  vanishes

outside of \-b.-c.t<x.<b.+ c.t\i= 1, • • • , 72 [.
7 2 2 2 2     ' ' '        '

The above definition parallels the characterization of constant coef-

ficient hyperbolic partial differential equations given in [4].  Moreover, the

Cauchy problem for a constant coefficient differential operator with asso-

ciated polynomial having its degree  p  equal to its degree in one of its vari-

ables can be reduced to (E) by integrating p  times with respect to the pre-

ferred variable.

Denote the Laplace transform of kv by  k v and the polynomial asso-

ciated with Lv by QV(C)', i-e->  Lv = Qv(d/dxx, •••, d/dx ).  An elemen-

tary analysis using both Fourier and Laplace transforms leads to sufficient

conditions for hyperbolicity in terms of

(i.i) L QvaOkvMl(i - x Qvacnviw)).
V=l f    \ v=\ /
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The proof that (E) is hyperbolic if these conditions hold is given in §2.   It

is an application of the Paley-Wiener theorem.  That these conditions are

equivalent to the usual hyperbolicity condition when (E) is the integrated

form of a partial differential equation is shown in §3.  Other examples of

hyperbolic equations and an example of what might be called a parabolic

equation (the solution has infinite signal speed) are also given in §3.

One possible application of this theory is the classification of equa-

tions of fading memory theories in continuum physics.  Two of many works

that discuss such theories are [3] and [7],  (The techniques of §2 can easily

be applied to systems of equations.)

2.  Sufficient conditions.  Denote the Fourier transform of  u(x, t)  with

respect to x = (x., • • •, x ) by ¡7(£, i).  (See [5] for basic Fourier transform

theory.) If u  exists,

P

(2.1) Z(C, t) - £ QJHöfc kvit - r)u(C, r) dr=g(C, t).
v-l

Solving by successive approximations, we have

(2.2) u(C, t) = giC, t) +jlo Mit - T, C)giC, r) dr

where

(2.3) mí, o = i; (-D7'A(y)(í, o,
7=1

P

(2.4) *U^i)-ZWW).
v=l

and for ; = 2, • • •,

(2.5) ^\t, C) =f0 k(1\t - r, C)k(i~l)ÍT, C)dr.

Lemma,   û  is an entire function in 4.

Proof.  Clearly,  g is entire and, by (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5),  M is entire.

Indeed,

P P

i(%,¿)« Z  ••• Z aVl...v.it)QVlUC)---QJiC)
2^1=1      v.= i ' '

where  ay     .„.(f) = 0( l/ij - 1)0.   Consequently, (2.3) converges absolutely

for each  C and the series can be rearranged as a power series.  Since  g

and M  ate entire,  zz  is entire.
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1 /* W *) + loo f>-'

Mit, 0=4~- Ï eíwM(w,C)d,

Assume that kj^t)  is piecewise continuous and that for each v,

(a) \Ut)\ <Meat.

The  existence of Miw, C)   fot re w greater than  some   wx   then  follows

from (2.3).  Moreover, the kernels  k    ' and M  satisfy the reciprocal relation

P P

- Z QßOkvit) + Mit, C) = Z QßOfo kv(t - r)Mir, C)dr
v=l v= 1

and, consequently,  Miw, C)  is equal to (1.1).  M can be recovered from the

inversion formula

i      r w i + ¿oo    .   ^

w2 — ioo

if i«2> i«,.  (The Laplace transform theory referred to can be found in [l] or

[61.)
Assume that for each 4,  Miw, C)  is an analytic function with at most a

finite number  s(C)  of singularities  w .(£).   Assume that these singularities

are either poles or essential singularities of the first kind and that

(b) sup s(C) = s < 00,

(c) tew.(C) = Oi\C\)  as  \C\ — »,   and

(d) re w (C)  is bounded for C e R"

Let  C(w, 8)  be a circle of radius   8 about  tt>.   The residue of etwM(w, Ç)

at w .(C)  is

for ¿5(4 ;')   sufficiently small.  Since  Miw, C)  —» 0 as  |mz| —> 00,

s(i)

(2.6)   IKx, ¿)~¿j   Z   ^''io.ifJ^^^^/^O^
7=1

Finally, assume that there exists  r > 0 such that

sup

(e)     ÍHÍu-^H+^Cfr
<c.

We now apply the

Paley-Wiener theorem.   If an entire analytic function fiC ) satisfies

|/(0| <CfexpZ(è! + f)|Cz|
2=1
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for any e > 0  and if fir¡),  r) £ R",   is square integrable, then f is the Fourier

transform of a function h(x) £ L (R") which vanishes a.e. outside of G, =

Í- b . < x . < b .,  i = 1, • • • , n}.
i —   i -   r '      '       '

(A proof of this theorem in an equivalent form can be found in [2].)

Since g is infinitely differentiable and vanishes outside of G, ,  for all

t > 0 and a = (ax, • • •, a ),  a. nonnegative integers,

(2.7) Kag(C î)| < C exp Z b.\Q
i=l

and r] girj, t), n £ Rn,  is square integrable.  iC   = C\    * * ' C "•)  Clearly,

(2.2), (2.6), (2.7), (b), (c) and (e) imply that

n

|MÍ,í)|<C«p¿(ii + ct)|g,
i=l

c  independent of  t.  Moreover, (2.2), (2.6), the square integrability of

r] gir¡, t)  for any a, (b), (d) and (e) imply that for each  t > 0,   ûit, rj) £

L (/?").  By the Paley-Wiener theorem û(-, t)  is the Fourier transform of a

function in  L  (Rn) vanishing a.e. outside of \—b . - ct < x . < b . + ct\.   To

show this function is a solution of (E), we apply the same analysis to

P

vix, t) = Z JÓ kvit - t)Lvv(x, r) dr + Dag(x, t)
v=\

where

Da d\«\

¿ 72

a , + ••• + a

This leads to v = (iC) ú\C, t) being the Fourier transform of a function in

L2(Rn) and, hence, in L2iRn)  itself.  This being true for all a implies, by

Sobolev's lemma,  uix, t) £ C°°(Rn)  for each  t.  Existence now follows in a

straightforward manner.  Uniqueness is immediate. (That u is  C°° in t

follows from (2.2) and the inverse transform formula.)

3. Examples. We first show that conditions (a)—(e) hold if (E) arises from

the Cauchy problem for the hyperbolic partial differential  equation

Pid/dt, d/dxx, ..., d/dx)u = f when

Pit, C) = tp+Z QviC)tp-v,
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|ÇV(£)| < G(\C\ V + 1).   P is hyperbolic if and only if the roots  w(C)  of

P(w, iC) = 0 have bounded real part for  Ce R"-  Integrating  p  times with

respect to t, we have (E) when kv(t) - -tv~  /(v - 1)!.  Moreover,

P

Miw, C) = - Z «>p-vQviiO/Pi«>, ¿0-
v=\

Clearly, (a)—(e) hold,  ((c) follows from the estimate given in [5, p. 148].)

Consider (E) when kvit) = aj, e      ,  ay a positive integer.  It fol-

lows that Miw, C) = PX^w, iC)/P2iw, iC)  where

P   /      P

iC)

and

pxiw, io = z( n (w-ßf^Mv- »w

P

?2K0= Uiw-ßfß-pii^O.
Zixl

If  P'2(w, C)  is a hyperbolic polynomial, (E) is hyperbolic.  In particular, if

p = 1,   L,   is a homogeneous second order elliptic operator and

kx(t) = a1 - ctjexpf- at) + at,       a. > 0,

then (E) is hyperbolic.  This example has the additional property that

re w (C) < 0 for C e R" ~ {0}.   Equations with this property, the property

that re w .(C) = 0  for all j and C or some intermediate property, probably

should be singled out in a physical theory.  The equation

u(x, t) =f'o ea(t-T) sin(t - t)Au(x, t) dr + g(x, t)

is hyperbolic but

uix, t) = Ç ea{t~T) cos(t - r)Au(x, r) dr + g(x, t)

is not.  Miw, C)  is

-Id2 and -\C\2iw-o)
\C\2+ l+(w-a)2 (w - a)2 + (w - a)\C\2 + 1 '

respectively.  The denominator of M(w, C) is a hyperbolic polynomial in the

first case and a parabolic polynomial in the second case.   This means that

the real part of the roots approach —oo  as   \C\ —» °°   through real values.

Consequently, the solution  u will exist as a  C°° function having a Fourier

transform which is  0(exp t\C\  ),  implying that u has infinite signal speed.
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